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ABSTRACT. This paper examines an example of a set Q with a 

partial product that is not a presemigroup (i.e. a set with a partial 

product that becomes a semigroup with zero when a zero is adjoined 

and all undefined products are defined to be zero). Despite this 

shortcoming, the non-associative product has succeeded in creating an 

“F*-inverse” theory on Q. The group-like set of maximal elements of 

Q is isomorphic to the group-like set of integers. 
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group-like set 

 

 

Introduction 
 
If S is a semigroup with zero then }0{* −= SS has a partial binary operation 

induced by the semigroup product. The set *S  equipped with this partial 

binary operation is called a presemigroup (if for any non-zero elements 

Syx ∈,  we have 0≠xy  then the presemigroup *S  is just a semigroup). 

Now let P be a set equipped with a partial product. When a 0 is adjoined and 

all undefined product are defined to be zero then the set }0{0 ∪= PP  

become a set equipped with a binary operation. This binary operation can be 

associative or not. In the first case P is a presemigroup, and the semigroup 
0P  can be, in particular, an inverse semigroup (with zero), furthermore an 

E*-unitary or an F*-inverse semigroup. Thus, in this case we can develop 

E*-unitary or F*-inverse theory on the presemigroup P. A natural question 

arises here: is it possible to develop a such theory on a set Q which is 

equipped with a partial binary operation which is not a presemigroup? Our 
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example, in this paper, is a set Q equipped with a non-associative partial 

binary operation. All its properties convincingly show that the answer is yes 

to the question above. We can say that Q is an F*-inverse semigroup-like 

set. In our example the F*-inverse properties leads exactly to the group-like 

set of integers as the group-like set of maximal elements of Q.  

 

 

1. Background 

 

An inverse semigroup S is a semigroup in which every element x has a 

unique inverse 1−
x  in the sense that xxxx

1−
=  and .111 −−−

= xxxx  The 

semigroup S is inverse if and only if it is regular (i.e. for each element x 

there exists an element y such that xxyx = ) and its idempotents commute. 

The natural partial order on S defined by yxxxyx 1−=⇔≤  

(equivalently, xyxxyx 1−=⇔≤ ) plays a central role in the theory of 

inverse semigroups. An inverse semigroup with zero is E*-unitary when any 

element above a non-zero idempotent is itself an idempotent. An inverse 

semigroup with zero is F*-inverse when any non-zero element is beneath a 

unique maximal element. M. Szendrei [Sze87] introduced the class of E*-

unitary inverse semigroups, and A. Nica [Nic94] the class of F*-inverse 

semigroups. Any F*-inverse semigroup is E*-unitary. 

Let S be an F*-inverse monoid, M the set of all maximal elements of 

S, and }0|),{( ≠×∈= xyMMyxD . A partial binary operation o  on the set 

M with domain D is defined as follows: 

>=<∈ xyyxDyx o;),( , 

where >< xy  is the unique maximal element above xy. The set of maximal 

elements M with domain D and the above partial binary operation is a 

group-like set.  

Following Jekel [Jek77] and Lawson [Law02], a group-like set P with 

domain PPD ×⊂  is a set equipped with a partial binary operation 

PDm →:  (we will denote ),( yxm  by yx o ) , with a distinguished element 

1, and an involution 1−
xx a  ( ))( 11 xx =−−  satisfying the following axioms: 

( )1P  Dxx ∈),1(),1,(  and xxx == 11 oo  for all Px ∈ ; 

)( 2P  Dxxxx ∈−− ),(),,( 11  and 111
==

−−
xxxx oo  for all Px ∈ ; 

( 3P )  if Dyx ∈),(  then Dxy ∈−− ),( 11  and 111)( −−− = xyyx oo . 
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Let (P,D) and )','( DP  be two group-like sets. A group-like set 

isomorphism is a bijective map ': PP →ϕ  such that: (1) 

'))(),((),( DyxDyx ∈⇔∈ ϕϕ ; (2) )()()( yxyx ϕϕϕ oo =  for all 

Dyx ∈),( ; (3) 11 )]([)( −− = xx ϕϕ  for all Px ∈ . 

        An example of a group-like set is the group-like set of integers ),( DZ  

where }0|),{( ≤×∈= xyZZyxD , the partial “multiplication” (with 

domain D) is the usual addition, 0 is the distinguished element, and xx −a  

is the involution. We can see that 57))5(3( =+−+  but )75(3 +−+  is not 

defined and therefore )75(37))5(3( +−+≠+−+ . Thus our example cannot 

be converted into a semigroup (with zero) by adjoining a zero such that 

0=yx o  if yx o  is undefined and 00000 === ooo xx . 

 

 

2. The inverse-semigroup properties of a non-associative partial 

multiplication 

 

Let N be the set of non-negative integers and 

},|),,{( 3 mbaNmbaQ ≤∈=  

Define a partial multiplication on Q by:  





−≤−≥≥+−

−≤−≤≤+−
=⋅

''','),'',(

''',')',','(
)',','(),,(

mmabandabmmifmbaba

mmbaandabmmifmbaba
mbamba

 

Remarks. This partial multiplication is not associative.  

For example, if )20,8,7(),6,2,3(),4,4,2( === zyx  then 

)20,8,6()( =⋅⋅ zyx  but zyx ⋅⋅ )(  is undefined since yx ⋅  is undefined. For 

this reason, Q is not converted into a semigroup (with zero) by adjoining a 

zero such that 0=⋅ yx  if yx ⋅  is undefined and 00000 =⋅=⋅=⋅ xx . 

Although ),( ⋅Q  is not a presemigroup, below we will inspect the “inverse-

semigroup” properties of ),( ⋅Q . 

 

       Proposition 1.  The set 

}),,{()( QmaaQE ∈=  

is the set of idempotents of ),( ⋅Q  and ),,(),,( 1 mabxmbax == −
a  is an 

involution on ),( ⋅Q , that is: 
1111111 )(;)( −−−−−−− ⋅=⋅⋅∃⋅∃= xyyxandxythenyxifxx . 
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       Proposition 2.  If ),,( mbax =  then 

),,(),,,(, 1111 maaxxmbbxxandxxxx =⋅=⋅⋅∃⋅∃ −−−− . 

Moreover: 

xxxxxxxandxxxxxx =⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅∃⋅⋅∃ −−−− )()()(),( 1111  

 

       Proposition 3. If )(, QEfe ∈  such that fe ⋅∃  then ef ⋅∃  and 

)(QEeffe ∈⋅=⋅ . 

 

       Proposition 4. If Qyx ∈,  such that 11 −− ⋅=⋅ yyxx  then yx ⋅∃  (called 

the restricted multiplication) 

 

       Proof. If Qmbaymbax ∈== )',','(),,,(  such that 11 −− ⋅=⋅ yyxx  then 

'' mmandab == . 

Hence 

),',(),',(),,( mbambbmbayx =⋅=⋅ . 

 

        Proposition 5. Let G be the category defined by 

• )(QEObG =  

• }|{),( 11
fxxandexxQxfeHomG =⋅=⋅∈=

−−  

• Composition of  morphisms is given by restricted multiplication: 

 

 
Then G is a groupoid (the associated groupoid). 

(It is clear that if Qmbaymbax ∈== )',','(),,,(  such that 11 −− ⋅=⋅ yyxx  

then 

yy ⋅−1                                                                              1−
⋅ xx  

                                                 yx ⋅  

 

 

                          y                                                x 

 

 

 

                                         xxyy ⋅=⋅ −− 11  
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).),,(),,'(),',()()(

),','(),',(),,'()()(

11

11

−−

−−

⋅==⋅=⋅⋅⋅

⋅==⋅=⋅⋅⋅

xxmaamabmbayxyx

andyymbbmbamabyxyx
 

 

Remark. Here the restricted multiplication is associative: if 

ymbax ),,,(= ),,()",","(),',','( Qzyxmbazmba ∈==  such that 
11 −− ⋅=⋅ yyxx  and 11 −− ⋅=⋅ zzyy  then 

"'"',',' mmabmmab ====  

and 

).,",(),",(),,()(

),,",(),",'(),',()(

mbambbmbazyx

mbambbmbazyx

=⋅=⋅⋅

=⋅=⋅⋅
 

 

    Now, we define the relation ≤  on Q as follows. 

If Qmbaymbax ∈== )',','(),,,( , 

then 

 

⇔≤ yx '''',' mmbbaaandaamm −≤−=−≥≥  

 

 It is straightforward to see that this is a partial order on Q. 

 

Proposition 6. The following are equivalent:        

(1) ;yx ≤  

(2) ;)()( 11 xyxxandyxx =⋅⋅⋅⋅∃ −−  

(3) .)()( 11 xxxyandxxy =⋅⋅⋅⋅∃ −−  

 

Proof. Let Qmbaymbax ∈== )',','(),,,( . 

(1) ⇒ (2)  Since yx ≤  and ),,(1 maaxx =⋅ − , it follows that 

.),,(),'',()',','(),,()( 1 xmbambaaambamaayxx ==+−=⋅=⋅⋅ −  

(2) ⇒ (1) Since 





−≤−≥≥+−

−≤−≤≤+−
=

=⋅=⋅⋅
−

,''','),'',(

''',')',','(

)',','(),,()( 1

mmaaandaammifmbaaa

mmaaandaammifmbaaa

mbamaayxx

 

it follows that xyxx =⋅⋅ − )( 1  implies 

'''',' mmbbaaandaamm −≤−=−≥≥ ;  

that is yx ≤ . 
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(1) ⇔ (3) Similarly. 

 

 Proposition 7. Let  

}|),0,{(1 NmQmmM ∈∈=  and }|),,0{(2 NmQmmM ∈∈= . 

 Then 

21 MMM ∪=  

 is the set of all maximal elements of Q. 

 

Proof. If )',','(),0,( mbamm ≤  then ',' ammm ≥≥ and 

''0' mmbam −≤−=− . It follows that mab == ',0'  and mm =' . Hence 

),0,( mm  is a maximal element of Q. 

If  )',','(),,0( mbamm ≤  then '0,' amm ≥≥  ( 0'=⇒ a ) and 

''00 mmbm −≤−=− . Thus mb =' . Since '' mb ≤  it follows that mm =' . 

Consequently, ),,0( mm  is also a maximal element of Q. 

Let Qmba ∈),,(  such that 0, >ba . Then )1,1,1(),,( −−−< mbamba  

since 1,1 −>−> aamm  and )1()1()1( −−≤−−=−− mmbbaa . Now, if 

0=a  and mb <  then )1,,0(),,0( −< mbmb  since 00,1 ≤−> mm  and 

).1(00 −−<−=− mmbb  Analogously, )1,0,(),0,( −< mama  if ma < . 

So, the proof of Proposition 7 is complete. 

 

Proposition 8. If Qmbax ∈= ),,( , then the unique maximal element above 

x is ),0,( baba −−  if ba ≥ , and it is ),,0( abab −−  if ba ≤ . 

 

Proof. If ba ≥  then ),0,(),,( babamba −−≤ , since baabam −≥−≥ ,  

and )(0)( bambbaa −−≤−=−− .  

Analogously, ),,0(),,( ababmba −−≤  if ba ≤ . 

Now, if )',0,'(),,( mmmba ≤ , that is ',' mamm ≥≥  and 

'0' mmbma −≤−=− , then bam −='  and ba ≥ . So in the case ba ≥ , 

),0,( baba −−  is the unique maximal element which is above ),,( mba . 

Analogously, if ba ≤  then ),,0( abab −−  is the unique maximal element 

such that ),,0(),,( ababmba −−≤ .  

 

Remarks. Taking into account the definition of F*-inverse semigroup, we 

can say that Q is an F*-inverse semigroup-like set. Also, since 

)',','(),,( mbamaa ≤  implies '' ba =  we can say that Q is an E*-unitary 

inverse semigroup-like set. 
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Proposition 9. Let Myx ∈, . Then yx ⋅∃  if and only if  

)()(),( 1221 MMMMyx ×∪×∈ . 

 

Proof.  Let 1),0,( Mmm ∈  and 2)',',0( Mmm ∈ . Then, 





≥

≤
=⋅

'),',(

')',',(
)',',0(),0,(

mmifmmm

mmifmmm
mmmm  

and 

 





≥−

≤−
=⋅

mmifmmm

mmifmmm
mmmm

')',',0(

'),0,'(
),0,()',',0(  

Conversely, let Myx ∈,  such that yx ⋅∃ . If both x and y belong to 1M  

then follows )0,0,0(=x  or )0,0,0(=y . The same conclusion is obtained if 

2, Myx ∈ . Since )}0,0,0{(21 =∩ MM , the proof of Proposition 9 is 

complete. 

 

Corollary 10  

(1) If 'mm ≥  then )',0,'( mmmm −−  is the unique maximal element above 

)',',0(),0,( mmmm ⋅  and it is the unique maximal element above 

),0,()',',0( mmmm ⋅ .  

(2) If 'mm ≤  then )',',0( mmmm −−  is the unique maximal element above 

)',',0(),0,( mmmm ⋅  and it is the unique maximal element above 

),0,()',',0( mmmm ⋅ . 

 

 A partial binary operation o  on the set M with domain 

}|),{( yxMMyxD ⋅∃×∈=  is defined as follows: 

>⋅=<∈ yxyxDyx o;),( , 

where >⋅< yx  is the unique maximal element above .yx ⋅  By Proposition 

9, 

)()( 1221 MMMMD ×∪×=  

and 

 

>=⋅=<= )',',0(),0,(),0,()',',0()',',0(),0,( mmmmmmmmmmmm oo





≤−−

≥−−
>=⋅=<

')',',0(

')',0,'(
),0,()',',0

mmifmmmm

mmifmmmm
mmmm  
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Proposition 11. The set M  of maximal elements of Q with domain D 

equipped with the above partial binary operation o , with the distinguished 

element )0,0,0(1 =  and the involution 
1−

xx a , is a group-like set 

isomorphic to the group-like set of integers. 

 

Proof.  The first part of this Proposition can be obtained by routine 

verifications taking into account the definition of group-like set. It is 

straightforward to see that ZM →:ϕ  defined by 





==−

==
=

0

0
)),,((

aandmbifb

bandmaifa
mbaϕ  

is an isomorphism of group-like sets.  
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